PALAIS AMANI

FEZ’S BEST KEPT SECRET
Jemima Mann Baha and Abdel Ali Baha acquired and lovingly
restored the Palais Amani, housed in the former home of one of Fez’s
most prominent families.
In this 18-room, 50-staff property, they created a place where people
can experience the Moroccan way of life, preserving the
city’s heritage in this well known Unesco heritage site.
Located at the edge of the Medina, it is an oasis of light, air,
space and greenery. The only place in Fez to offer so many experiences
in-house that you would never want to leave.

THE TRUE MOROCCO

Fez is still the spiritual, cultural and gastronomic capital of Morocco, home
of the largest Medina in the world. The strong Arabic and
Andalusian influence comes into the Palais Amani, in its authentic
and traditional decor, always loyal to what the Palace once looked like.
What could be more authentic than discovering Ancient Arabic
through a two hour personalized initiation to the art of calligraphy
or discover Morocco through its food? At Eden, the restaurant at the
Palais Amani, embark on a voyage of discovery with some of the finest
Fassi cuisine and a large range of delicious Moroccan wines.

A HEALING RETREAT

Can you imagine waking up in the morning with a daily yoga class
in an astonishing space and before or after other experiences end
the day with Royal Hammam, made up of a hot room, an exfoliation
room and a relaxation chamber, to enhance your spiritual and body
wellbeing? To combine with any beauty treatment from the menu.

FEZ’S COOKING SCHOOL

Choose your menu and they dive into the lively alleys of the souk with
our chef, to buy the ingredients before you start cooking class,
followed by a lunch or dinner where you will taste what you have cooked.
Ideal for foodies, you can learn to make tajine, deserts, and even
bake your breads in the communal oven. There is even a workshop
dedicated to the gastronomic heritage of Sephardic cuisine.

HIKING ON YOUR DOORSTEP

Only 10 minutes away by car from this 17th century Palais, you can start
a refreshing hiking experience on the Zalagh mountain.
This is the name of a goat in Berber as the mountain has that shape.
Combine it with a yoga outdoor class or meditation and a chic picnic lunch.
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BUY OUT THE FULL PALAIS

for your guests only

*Starting from 6 rooms it can be yours
*Full board accommodation with drinks included
*The pickup & the drop off to the airport
*A hiking excursion to Zalagh Mountain
*A cooking workshop at Fez Cooking School
*A hammam & massage during the stay
*A daily yoga class in the morning
DOWNLOAD SPECIAL OFFER
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